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Enderal install instructions

From sureai Enderal - Forgotten Stories is Enderal's Steam version and includes both Enderal - The Shards of Order as well as DLC Forgotten Stories. Enderal - Forgotten Stories is available on Steam 14. These instructions are purely intended for the Steam version of Enderal. Older versions from Nexus, ModDB or other third-party websites (including torrent) are no longer up to
date and maintained. If you want to get into Enderal, we strongly recommend that you use Steam verion to begin with. Skyrim Special Edition is not working. Win 7, Win 8, Win 10 16 GB free hard disk space 4 GB RAM memory Intel Core2Duo E7400 CPU or equivalent GeForce 9800 GTX 1GB or equivalent Just download and install Enderal - Forgot stories from Steam as you
would with another game if the above requirements are met. Once the installation is finished run Enderal through Steam and Enderal launcher will appear. Here you will be able to switch graphical settings, access .ini files or save the directory and start the game itself. Enderal's steam installation does not mess around with the Skyrim installation. They can be installed at the same
time. Updates Updates are automatically downloaded via Steam. Patch notes will be published on wiki, on Steam and in our news forums. Known Launcher problems and troubleshooting Make sure that Enderal Launcher.exe, tes5.exe and skse_loader.exe run as admin To change resolution: Switch OneTweak in optimization of Launcher off. Enderal Launcher Interface does not
appear correctly This problem is usually caused by applications / widgets that need updating / loading the desktop (such as clock widgets or weather programs). Disable / Close these and Enderal Launcher will be loaded fine at the next startup. Bug Tracker Bug Tracker is mainly intended for ingame bugs. If you encounter problems with the installation, updates, website or if you
are unsure if the detected error is an actual error or a feature, please go over to our support subforum and let's see if we can fix it there. Do not hesitate to open new threads if you are unsure if it is related to similar reports. The amount of support we can provide is quite limited, you can read more over here. Questions, history discussions and other similar topics can be found in the
other Enderal-related sub forums. Let's go back to the subject: the tracker. To create a ticket you need to create an account, this prevents robots from spamme tracker. You will receive email notifications when your ticket was updated or resolved. The tracking isn't linked to our forums or wiki, so you'll need to create a new account. Things you may want to consider before creating
a ticket.: Do you have the latest update installed? Have you tried verifying your game files via Steam? Is the error reproducible (= can be made over and over again, more than once)? If so, how is it reproducible - take notes for the ticket. Saving a previous storage fix error? Is it an actual error or could it be a feature? If you are unsure, feel free to ask in the forum. Is it caused by
mods? Skyrim mods are not necessarily compatible. Disable mods to determine if they are causing the problem. Is there already a similar ticket? Use the search function by clicking Show Problems on the left. Search for keywords your ticket may contain, such as mission names, NPC names, place names, spells, talents etc. - please note that there may be spoilers. There are
some Skyrim-Engine bugs, which we can not solve, use Google to search for a solution. Create your ticket: You can create a ticket with and without having an account. Click Report Problem in the upper-right corner of the main page of the track. Now select a category. If you are unsure which category the error would fit in, just select some of the categories, we will eventually move
it to the correct. But most categories should be self-explanatory. Fill out the given form and be sure to give us as much information as possible. It is often necessary to attach your bearings. Be sure to attach both the .ace and the .skse file, otherwise we can't help you. Be communicative. Often we need additional information, storage or descriptions of your error to analyze and fix
it. Sometimes it is possible, that we can not solve the error right away - be patient. Do not get angry or rude - this is not of benefit to anyone. If you find the cause or an actual solution for an error, please let us know. Support Enderal was downloaded 1.4 million times (April 2017). The release of Enderal on Steam will bring in a lot of new people, which is amazing! We are very
grateful for all the feedback. But many players result in many problems. As you may know, we do this project completely in our spare time in addition to our daily life (jobs, education, university etc.). Because of our limited time, we have only limited opportunities to support and solve problems. We have to rely heavily on you, society, to help each other. If you know how to fix a
problem with another player, you can help! The team also tries to help and solve problems, but we mainly check the bug tracker. Troubleshooting There are some known issues and tips: Enderal saves are stored in ...\documents\mygames\enderal\saves\. Do not load Enderal bearings into Skyrim or vice versa. They could be destroyed. Do not load saves created in the old non-
Steam Enderal installation in the Steam version of Enderal. This will result in inevitable errors. No support will given in this case. If the game crashes during the first and shows an error Skyrim has crashed because an object reference with form ID: ..., you need to close the game and launcher and remove Enderal.ini and EnderalPrefs.ini in ...\documents\my games\enderal\ and
launch Enderal afterwards. Random crashes (while changing places etc.) can happen occasionally and we can't really do anything about it. We have optimized the worst areas and will continue to do so. So there is no need to report them. If the game crashes is reproducible under certain circumstances we will try our best to fix it. A ticket on the bug tracker would be useful.
Thanks! If an ingame video originates, turn off (or on) OneTweak in Enderal Launcher. Usually this gets rid of the problem. You don't have to report it. Enderal uses the engine to its limits, FPS Drops can happen in certain regions. If you encounter a mission error (or something similar), don't try console commands on your own. [[#Bugtracker| Let's take a look at your rescue first],
before accidentally destroying the rescue. General information about mod use We can not support mods for Enderal officially. Most Skyrim mods cause problems when loaded together with Enderal, because they are not aligned and optimized for it (Enderal uses its own modified masterfiles, scripts and assets). But Enderal has his own category on Nexusmods.com. Check it out, if
you want to mod Enderal. Be careful: Some mods cannot be updated for the latest version of Enderal and cause errors. Uninstalling Uninstallation is simple: Right-click Enderal in your Steam Library and select the uninstall option from the context menu. Location Enderal was officially published first in German and later in English in the summer of 2016. Currently, there are several
external teams working with localizations for the following languages: Korean, Polish, Russian, French, Spanish and Italian. If you are interested in helping these teams, some translators can be contacted on our Discord server. All teams are also listed on our location page. Are you interested in creating a location in your language? Please contact us. SureAI Wiki As you may
know, we have a wiki - in German and English, which is the online encyclopedia for our games. Thanks to some announcements, we can arouse interest in helping us out. The wiki is still far from complete - and we always need some contributors! Shoot a us a message either here in the forum or on our Discordserver if you are interested! Or just use your SureAI account to log in to
our Wiki and just start editing! Source: SureAI News forum, 28.05.2017 The English version of Enderal, one of the most anticipated total conversions for The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, has finally come from the indie developers at SureAI. This massive mod adds 30-100 hours of missions, brand new regions to explore, and a dark, inventive story. everything is is - as long as you can
download and install this impressive mod. It's not like other mods, and it's a little extra involved to make the game work. Check out all the steps below and dive into the world of Enderal. Named Top Upcoming Mod of 2014 on ModDB and the sequel to Nehrim, PC Gamer's Mod of the Year 2010, Enderal has a wide range of changes. The game has been over-distanced, with
changes in progression, combat and an extra layer of survival mechanics. Handmade towns and new places like jungles and deserts are changing the familiar Skyrim landscape, and you'll even get your own house to design. How to download Enderal (the English version) can be downloaded from one of the following mirrors. To use Torrent Mirror, make sure you have a torrent
client installed. Torrent Mirror is (currently) the fastest method to download Enderal. To install unlike other mods, enderal is a total conversion and replaces Skyrim. After you download the game files, you'll need to download the start starter next time. Get The Enderal Launcher right here Run the start launcher - make sure you choose to create a backup copy of your Skyrim
catalog. WARNING: If you do not make a backup, you will lose all mod/save files for Skyrim. The launcher will download / copy the installation package (downloaded above from NexusMods.com, ModDB.com or torrent) and allows you to get some updates. You can also use the start launcher to uninstall Enderal or restore Skyrim. Now that you have Launcher and the installation
file, you can install Enderal: Place the Launcher.exe in the Skyrim installation directory. Example: C:/Users/#YourName#/Program Files (x86)/Steam/SteamApps/Common/Skyrim Start Starter Start The Starter Select Install Enderal Now Select the installation package file / Setup automatically finds this file. Installation will start. If there are any updates, select the Update button on
setup. It will automatically download and install the latest version of Enderal. How to uninstall Enderal/Restore Skyrim Ready to return to vanilla Skyrim? Enderal total conversion completely replaces Skyrim, so if you're eager to play Bethesda's fantasy RPG, you'll need to restore Skyrim to your HD. Here's how to do it. Start the switch select Change installation Select Uninstall
Enderal Choose to delete Enderal (Removes Enderal Completely) Choose to save Enderal (Moving Enderal files and restores Skyrim) From Enderal Installer, you can easily switch from Skyrim to Enderal, or Enderal to Skyrim. That's all you need to know to get started. Enjoy the biggest and most robust mod for Skyrim yet. Skyrim Mods &amp; Enderal Skyrim Mods will not
transfer to Enderal. It includes any additional weapons or changes. Skyrim DLC is not included and no downloadable content is required to Enderal. Only mods mods work with Enderal. Enderal uses his own main file (ESM) - this is completely unique and separate from Skyrim's main file. Unlike other Skyrim mods that add the file, Enderal completely replaces it. Therefore, the
launcher prompts you to create a backup of your Skyrim installation files. Source: [1] [1]
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